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Abstract
In this paper, we generalize Haagerup’s inequality [U. Haagerup, An example of a nonnuclear
C∗-algebra, which has the metric approximation property, Invent. Math. 50 (1978/1979) 279–293] (on
convolution norm in the free group) to a very general context ofR-diagonal elements in a tracial von Neu-
mann algebra; moreover, we show that in this “holomorphic” setting, the inequality is greatly improved
from its original form. We give combinatorial proofs of two important special cases of our main result,
and then generalize these techniques. En route, we prove a number of moment and cumulant estimates for
R-diagonal elements that are of independent interest. Finally, we use our strong Haagerup inequality to
prove a strong ultracontractivity theorem, generalizing and improving the one in [P. Biane, Free hypercon-
tractivity, Comm. Math. Phys. 184 (1997) 457–474].
© 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
There is an interesting phenomenon which often occurs in holomorphic spaces. A theorem in
the context of a function space (for example a family of norm-estimates, such as the Lp-bound
of the Riesz projection [33]) takes on a stronger form when restricted to a holomorphic subspace.
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142 T. Kemp, R. Speicher / Journal of Functional Analysis 251 (2007) 141–173Lp-bounds often shrink, and have meaningful extensions to the regime p < 1. For our purposes,
the most relevant example is Janson’s strong hypercontractivity theorem [19], discussed below.
In algebraic terms, this theorem states that a certain semigroup has better properties when acting
on the algebra generated by i.i.d. complex Gaussians than on the algebra generated by i.i.d.
real Gaussians. The latter is a ∗-algebra while the former is far from one; we will exploit this
difference in what follows.
In this paper, we will be primarily interested in one prominent non-commutative norm in-
equality: the Haagerup inequality. It first arose in [16], where it was the main estimate used to
construct an example of a non-nuclear C∗-algebra with the metric approximation property. In the
context of [16], Haagerup’s inequality takes the following form.
Theorem 1.1. (See [16, Lemma 1.4].) Let Fk be the free group on k generators, and let f ∈
2(Fk) be a function supported on words in Fk of length n. Then f acts as a convolutor on
2(Fk), and its convolution norm sup‖g‖2=1 ‖f ∗ g‖2 = ‖f ‖∗ satisfies
‖f ‖∗  (n+ 1)‖f ‖2.
Note that the convolution product is just the usual product in the von Neumann algebra gen-
erated by the left-regular representation of Fk (known as the free group factor L(Fk)), and so in
the language of operator algebras the statement is that the (non-commutative) L2-norm controls
the operator norm on subspaces of uniform finite word-length, where the bound grows linearly
with word-length.
The Haagerup inequality, and its decendents, have played important roles in several differ-
ent fields. In the context of geometric group theory, the Haagerup inequality (along with other
constructions presented in [16]) have evolved into a-T-menability and are closely related to Kazh-
dan’s property (T) [36]; in the context of Lie theory, Haagerup’s inequality is related to property
RD [25]. It has proved useful for other operator algebraic applications: in [24], Lafforgue uses
the Haagerup inequality as a crucial tool in his proof of the Baum–Connes conjecture for cocom-
pact lattices in SL(3,R); in this context, the precise order of growth of the Haagerup constant is
immaterial (so long as it is polynomial). On the other hand, the Haagerup inequality has proved
useful in studying return probabilities and other statistics of random walks on groups (see [12,
35]), where the exact form of the Haagerup constant is important.
Our main theorem, Theorem 1.3 below, is a strong Haagerup inequality in a general “holo-
morphic” setting—i.e. a non-self-adjoint algebra. In the special case of the free group factor,
this amounts to considering convolution operators which involve only generators of the group,
not their inverses; the resulting Haagerup inequality (Theorem 1.4 below) then has growth of
order
√
n, where n is the word-length.
There are two main approaches to norm estimates in such a setting. A direct one (as used in the
original approach of Haagerup) is to work directly in the concrete representation of the consid-
ered element as operator on a Hilbert space and try to estimate the operator norm by considering
the action of the operator on vectors. A more indirect approach is to recover the operator norm
as the limit of the Lp-norms as p → ∞, and therefore try to get a combinatorial understanding
of Lp-norms for p = 2m even. It is the latter approach which we take. Thus, we need a good
(at least asymptotic) understanding of the moments of the involved operators with respect to the
underlying state. To our benefit, the moments of the generators of free groups possess a lot of
structure: namely the generators are free in the sense of Voiculescu’s free probability theory.
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generated by free R-diagonal elements. We therefore handle not only the original framework of
Haagerup (in the form of free Haar unitaries), but also free circular elements, and a wealth of
other non-normal operators.
There are precedents for our strong Haagerup inequality for the general R-diagonal case.
Namely, the one-dimensional case was mainly addressed in [17] and, in particular, in [26]. Fur-
thermore, Ref. [26] contains a very specialized multi-dimensional case, where the considered
operator is a product of identically-distributed free R-diagonal elements. All these results relied
on analytic techniques, using the theory of R- and S -transforms for probability measures on
R. However, in the genuine non-commutative case of polynomials in several non-commuting
R-diagonal elements, as we treat it here, such analytical tools are unavailable to us, and so our
analysis will rely on the combinatorial machinery of free cumulants, as provided by free proba-
bility theory.
Our main tool is the moment-cumulant formula (Eq. (2.5)), which expresses the moments of
the considered elements in a very precise combinatorial way in terms of free cumulants. This
allows us to reduce the multi-dimensional case essentially to the one-dimensional case. (Note
that this reduction is usually the hardest part in such inequalities.) Whereas in some cases (as for
circular elements) this reduction directly yields the desired result, in other cases—namely when
the cumulants of the R-diagonal element may be negative (as it happens for Haar unitaries, i.e.,
in the free group situation)—we need an additional step. Our strategy is to replace the original
R-diagonal element a with a different R-diagonal element b whose cumulants are positive and
dominate the absolute values of the cumulants of a; this has to be done in such a way that we
have control over both the L2-norm and the operator norm of b in terms of the corresponding
norms of a. The technique we develop will, we hope, have more general applicability.
Let us now give a precise definition of the arena for our Haagerup inequality. Section 2 con-
tains brief introductions to all the terms used in what follows (and in the foregoing).
Definition 1.2. Let I be any indexing set, and let {ai : i ∈ I } be ∗-free identically distrib-
uted R-diagonal elements in a C∗-probability space with state ϕ; for convenience, let a be a
fixed R-diagonal element with the same ∗-distribution. Define H(a, I ) to be the norm-closed
(non-∗) algebra generated by the ai . For each n 0, defineH(n)(a, I ) as the Hilbert subspace of
L2(H(a, I ), ϕ) generated by the set of elements of the form
T =
∑
|i|=n
λiai,
where i = (i1, . . . , in) ∈ In, λi ∈ C and only finitely many are non-zero, and ai = ai1 · · ·ain . We
refer to H(n)(a, I ) as the n-particle space (relative to a, I ).
The motivation for considering the algebra H(a, I ) comes from the first author’s paper [22],
and [3]. If c is a circular element, then L2(H(c, I ), ϕ) is a free analogue of the Segal–Bargmann
space of [2]—i.e. the space HL2(H , γ ) of holomorphic functions on a Hilbert space H of
dimension |I |, square-integrable with respect to a Gaussian measure γ . The Segal–Bargmann
space is the framework for the complex wave representation of quantum mechanics. It played
an important role in the constructive quantum field theory program in the mid- to late-twentieth
century.
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L2(H , γ ), which is related to the energy operator in quantum field theory. In the classi-
cal (Gaussian) context, the Ornstein–Uhlenbeck semigroup e−tN satisfies a regularity prop-
erty called hypercontractivity: for 1 < p  r < ∞ the semigroup e−tN is a contraction from
Lp(H , γ ) to Lr(H , γ ) for large enough time t . When e−tN is restricted to the Segal–Bargmann
space and its holomorphic Lp generalizations, the time to contraction is shorter, as shown in [19]
and generalized in [15]. This strong hypercontractivity demonstrates that contraction properties
of the Ornstein–Uhlenbeck semigroup improve in the holomorphic category.
In [4], Biane canonically generalized the Ornstein–Uhlenbeck operator to an operator N0 in
the setting of the free group factor, and proved that the resulting semigroup e−tN0 is hyper-
contractive. He further showed that the semigroup e−tN0 satisfies an even stronger condition
called ultracontractivity: it continuously maps L2 into L∞ for all t > 0, and for small time
‖e−tN0‖2→∞ is of order t−3/2. This result was proved using a version of the Haagerup inequal-
ity presented in [7]. We should note that, although this result is for the free group factor, the
n-particle spaces used in the proof are not the same as in Theorem 1.1, but are rather defined
in terms of a generating family of semicircular elements defined in Section 2; nevertheless, the
relevant Haagerup inequality can be proved from Theorem 1.1 using a central limit approach
similar to the one in [38].
It is Biane’s free ultracontractivity theorem, along with our intuition that norm-inequalities
improve in holomorphic categories, that motivated us to consider the same type of Haagerup
inequality for R-diagonal elements. In the special case of a circular element c, the first author
showed in [22] that in the holomorphic category (in this case the spaces Lp(H(c, I ), ϕ)) Biane’s
hypercontractivity result is trumped by Janson’s strong hypercontractivity. The first author further
spelled out precisely the holomorphic structure inherent in H(c, I ). Our interpretation of an
R-diagonal element a as “holomorphic” is more vague. Nevertheless, the algebra H(a, I ) is a
triangular algebra much like the space of bounded Hardy functions H∞ is (as a Banach algebra
acting on L2(S1)). More importantly, the kinds of norm estimates used in [22] have natural
analogues for R-diagonal elements.
The following theorem, which is our strong version of Haagerup’s inequality in the general
R-diagonal setting, is the main result of this paper.
Theorem 1.3. Let a be an R-diagonal element in a C∗-probability space. There is a constant
Ca < ∞ such that for all T ∈H(n)(a, I ),
‖T ‖ Ca√n‖T ‖2. (1.1)
In general, Ca may be taken  515
√
e‖a‖2/‖a‖22; if a has non-negative free cumulants, Ca may
be taken √e‖a‖/‖a‖2.
Since both circular operators and Haar unitary operators are R-diagonal, Theorem 1.3 yields
surprisingly strong versions of the classical Haagerup inequality for both of them. For a circular
element c, we will show that the (asymptotically) optimal inequality is ‖T ‖√e√n+ 1‖T ‖2,
and since ‖c‖ = 2 while ‖c‖2 = 1, the constant in Theorem 1.3 is the best possible in this case.
On the other hand, the free cumulants of a Haar unitary operator u are of alternating sign, and
so the constant Cu from the above theorem may be as large as 515
√
e. In fact, we will show the
optimal inequality in this case is again the same as that for circular elements. (Regardless of the
optimal constant, it is the fact that the estimate is O(n1/2) rather than O(n) which is striking.)
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factor, this result may be interpreted directly in terms of the free group as in Theorem 1.1, as
follows.
Theorem 1.4. Let k  2, let Fk be the free group on k generators, and let F+k ⊂ Fk be the free
semigroup (i.e. the set of all words in the generators, excluding their inverses). If f ∈ 2(F+k ) ⊂
2(Fk) is supported on words of length n, then f acts (via the left-regular representation on the
full group Fk) as a convolutor, with convolution norm
‖f ‖∗ √e
√
n+ 1‖f ‖2.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give a brief introduction to free proba-
bility theory and R-diagonal elements, in addition to setting the standard notation we will use
throughout the paper. In Section 3, we provide a concrete bijection in order to calculate the
moments of a circular element c; in it we derive, using more elementary techniques, a formula
for ‖cn‖, confirming results in [32] and [26]. We then use this calculation, together with more
involved combinatorial techniques, to estimate the norm of an element in the n-particle space
H(n)(c, I ) for arbitrary indexing set I , and thus prove a special case of Theorem 1.3 in the cir-
cular context. We use the same combinatorial bijection, in a different way, to prove Theorem 1.4
for Haar unitaries.
In Section 4, we show how to modify the techniques in Section 3 to prove Theorem 1.3 in
general. In the process, we derive bounds on the growth of the free cumulants of R-diagonal
elements and, given an R-diagonal a, show how to construct another R-diagonal element b with
all positive cumulants dominating the cumulants of a. We also show that the Haagerup inequality
affiliated to the space HL2(νa) of holomorphic functions square integrable with respect to the
Brown measure νa of a is consistent with Theorem 1.3, which shows that νa does carry some
information about the mixed moments of a. Finally, in Section 5, we introduce a natural analogue
of the Ornstein–Uhlenbeck semigroup affiliated with H(a, I ), and prove a strong ultracontrac-
tivity theorem for it.
2. A free probability primer
In this section we collect all the relevant results from free probability theory that will be used
in what follows. Our descriptions will be brief, as this material is quite standard and is explained
in depth in the book [30].
2.1. C∗-probability spaces
Let A be a unital C∗ algebra, and let ϕ be a faithful state on A (i.e. ϕ is a continuous linear
functional on A and, for a ∈A , ϕ(a∗a) 0 and vanishes only when a = 0). The pair (A , ϕ)
is a C∗-probability space. Elements of A are non-commutative random variables (which we
will often refer to simply as random variables). (Let us point out that random variables do not
have to be self-adjoint, or even normal, in general.) The motivating example is afforded by the
commutative von Neumann algebra L∞(Ω,F ,P ) of a probability space. It comes equipped with
the faithful state ϕ = ∫
Ω
·dP ; the random variables in this context are bounded random variables
in the usual sense.
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a measure on C which, among other things, determines the moments of X:∫
Ω
X(ω)nX(ω)m dP (ω) =
∫
C
znzm dνX(z, z¯).
In the case of a real random variable X, νX is supported in R and we have
∫
Xn dP =∫
R
tn dνX(t). At least in the case of bounded random variables, these moment conditions
uniquely determine the distribution, which is a compactly-supported probability measure. The
same holds true for normal elements in a C∗-probability space—if a is normal then there is a
unique probability measure νa on C which satisfies
ϕ
(
an(a∗)m
)= ∫
C
znzm dνa(z, z¯), (2.1)
and the measure νa is compactly supported. Indeed, suppνa is the spectrum of a, and the measure
can be constructed using the spectral theorem: νa = ϕ ◦ Ea where Ea is the spectral resolution
of a in A .
If a is not a normal element, then there is no measure satisfying Eq. (2.1); more generally,
given two elements in A that do not commute, there is no measure which represents their joint
probability distribution (this is one way to state the Heisenberg uncertainty principle). In the case
where (A , ϕ) is a tracial W ∗-probability space (A is a von Neumann algebra, ϕ is a faithful
normal tracial state) however, there is a best-approximation of a probability distribution called
the Brown measure, introduced in [11]. If a is normal, then its Brown measure coincides with
its spectral measure, and so the Brown measure is also denoted νa . The Brown measure of
a always satisfies the moment condition ϕ(an) = ∫
C
zn dνa(z, z¯), however it does not respect
mixed-moments.
2.2. The free group factors
Free probability was invented by Voiculescu in [37] in order to import tools from classical
probability theory into the study of the free group factors (specifically to address the still-open
question of whether different free group factors are isomorphic).
Let k  2, and let Fk denote the free group on k generators u1, u2, . . . , uk . (We will also allow
k = ∞ to denote the free group with countably-many generators.) The kth free group factor
L(Fk) is the von Neumann algebra generated by the left-regular representation of Fk on 2(Fk).
(Note: if g ∈ Fk , then the image of g in L(Fk) is an operator with g∗ = g−1.) There is a natural
state ϕk defined on L(Fk) induced by the indicator function 1e of the identity e ∈ Fk . This state
is faithful, normal, and tracial, making (L(Fk), ϕk) into a W ∗-probability space.
There is a canonical representation of the free group factor on the full Fock space. Let H be
a real Hilbert space, and let HC = C ⊗H be its complexification. The full Fock space of H is
F(H ) =⊕∞j=0(HC)⊗j , where ⊕ and ⊗ are the Hilbert space direct sum and tensor product,
and (HC)⊗0 is defined to be the C-span of an abstract unit vector Ω (not in H ) called the
vacuum vector.
For each h ∈ H , the creation operator l(h) in B(F(H )) is uniquely defined by its action
l(h)(h1 ⊗· · ·⊗hj ) = h⊗h1 ⊗· · ·⊗hj on (HC)⊗j (and l(h)Ω = h). The adjoint l(h)∗ is called
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l(h)∗Ω = 0). The operator l(h) is not normal (if h = 0), but it is natural to consider (2 times)
the real part X(h) = l(h) + l(h)∗. For any k-dimensional real Hilbert space H , the von Neu-
mann algebra generated by {X(h): h ∈ H } is isomorphic to L(Fk). What’s more, under this
isomorphism, the state ϕk conjugates to the vacuum expectation state τ(X) = 〈XΩ,Ω〉.
Let e1, . . . , ek be an orthonormal basis for H . The algebra W ∗{X(h): h ∈H } ∼= L(Fk) is,
of course, generated by the set {X(e1), . . . ,X(ek)}. It is important to note that the isomorphism
does not carry the generators u1, . . . , uk in Fk ⊂ L(Fk) to the generators X(e1), . . . ,X(ek). In-
deed, the two generating sets give two different, and important, families of non-commutative
random variables: Haar unitary and semicircular elements, which we will discuss below. In both
cases, the relationship between different generators is a model of a non-commutative version of
independence called freeness.
2.3. Free cumulants and free independence
A normal random variable in a C∗-probability space is indistinguishable from a classical
bounded complex random variable (indeed, one can construct a random variable with any given
distribution ν as the identity function in the space L∞(ν)). The important classical notion of
independence of random variables, however, has no direct analog for pairs of non-commuting
random variables. The notion of free independence or freeness, introduced in [37], is a substitute
which is, in many ways, better.
Let π = {V1, . . . , Vr} be a partition of the set {1, . . . , n}. The partition is called crossing if
for some i = j there are numbers p < q < p′ < q ′ with p,p′ ∈ Vi and q, q ′ ∈ Vj . (Notation:
we say p ∼π q if p,q are in the same block of the partition π . Thus, π is crossing iff there are
p < q < p′ < q ′ with p ∼π p′, q ∼π q ′, and p′ π q .) A non-crossing partition is one which
is not crossing. We represent a partition by connecting numbers in the same block Vi of the
partition. Figure 1 gives four examples of non-crossing partitions of the set {1, . . . ,6}.
An often useful characterization of non-crossing partitions is given by the following recursive
definition: a partition π of {1, . . . , n} is non-crossing iff at least one block of π is an interval V =
{k, k + 1, . . . , k + r}, and the partition π − V of the ordered set {1, . . . , k − 1, k + r + 1, . . . , n}
is non-crossing. For example, in the upper-right partition in Fig. 1, the block {3,4} is an interval,
and removing this block we have the partition {{1,2,5}, {6}} of the set {1,2,5,6}. Both these
remaining blocks are intervals.
Fig. 1. Four elements of NC(6), including the minimal and maximal elements 06 and 16.
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reverse refinement. It is a lattice, in fact, with minimal element 0n and maximal element 1n
as in Fig. 1. The Möbius function μn of this lattice is well known (see [23]). In particular,
μn(0n,1n) = (−1)n−1Cn−1, where Cn are the Catalan numbers
Cn = 1
n
(
2n
n− 1
)
. (2.2)
More generally, for any σ ∈ NC(n), ∣∣μn(σ,1n)∣∣ 4n−1. (2.3)
(The proof can be found contained in the proof of Proposition 13.15 in [30].) It is worth noting
that Cn  4n.
Let (A , ϕ) be a C∗-probability space. Let n > 0 and let π be a partition in NC(n). For
each block V = {i1, . . . , ik} (with i1 < i2 < · · · < ik) in π , define the function ϕV :A n → C
by ϕV [a1, . . . , an] = ϕ(ai1 · · ·aik ). Then define ϕπ :A n → C by
ϕπ [a1, . . . , an] =
∏
V∈π
ϕV [a1, . . . , an].
Finally, define the free cumulants of (A , ϕ) to be the functionals {κπ : π ∈ NC(n) for some
n > 0} by
κπ [a1, . . . , an] =
∑
σ∈NC(n)
σπ
ϕσ [a1, . . . , an]μn(σ,π), (2.4)
for each π ∈ NC(n). An immediate consequence of this definition is that the moments can be
recovered from the free cumulants,
ϕπ [a1, . . . , an] =
∑
σ∈NC(n)
σπ
κσ [a1, . . . , an].
(Indeed, this is the motivation for the inclusion of the coefficients μn(σ,π) in the definition of κπ ,
for the Möbius function is the convolution-inverse of the Zeta-function for the lattice NC(n).) As
a special case, we have the formula
ϕ(a1a2 · · ·an) =
∑
π∈NC(n)
κπ [a1, . . . , an]. (2.5)
Free cumulants allow a very easy statement of the definition of free independence, or freeness,
of random variables. Let κn denote the free cumulant κ1n . (These cumulants in fact contain all
information about the cumulants, since all others can be built up block-wise by multiplication.)
Elements a1, . . . , an in A are called free if, for j  2 and 1 i1, . . . , ij  n, κj [ai1, . . . , aij ] = 0
whenever there is at least one pair 1 ,m j with i = im. In other words, random variables
are free if all their mixed free cumulants vanish.
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tors X(e1), . . . ,X(ek) in the Fock-space representation of L(Fk); hence, this notion generalizes
freeness from the free group context. This approach mirrors the classical theory of cumulants in
the method of moments (where the lattice considered is the lattice of all partitions). All of the
usual probabilistic constructions work: given any countable list of probability measures νj , there
is a C∗- probability space in which there are free random variables with distributions νj (one can
construct the reduced free-product C∗-algebra of the L∞(νj ), for example).
2.4. R-diagonal elements
As commented above, the operators X(ej ) in the Fock-space representation of L(Fk) are
semicircular elements: s = X(ej ) has as distribution νs with
dνs(t) = 12π
√
4 − t21[−2,2] dt.
The cumulants of a semicircular element s can be calculated quite easily (see [30]):
κn[s, . . . , s] = δn2. (In this sense, they are analogues of standard normal random variables, whose
classical cumulants are the same.)
Let s1, s2 be two free semicircular random variables. The operator c = (s1 + is2)/
√
2 (where
i = √−1 ) is called a circular element. It is non-normal, and so does not have a probability
distribution. (Its Brown measure is known, however, to be the uniform measure on the closed unit
disc in C.) The ∗-cumulants of a circular element (i.e. the free cumulants of tuples of operators
all of the form c or c∗) have a particularly nice form. If εj ∈ {1,∗} then κn[cε1 , . . . , cεn ] = 0 for
n = 2, and in fact only κ2[c, c∗] = κ2[c∗, c] = 1 are nonzero.
Consider also a generator u = uj of Fk . Note that ϕk(un) = δn0, and the same holds true for
u∗ = u−1. The spectral measure of u is thus the Haar measure on the unit circle, and such random
variables are called Haar unitary. The ∗-cumulants of a Haar unitary are not as restricted as those
of a circular, but they follow a similar pattern. The only nonvanishing cumulants κn have n even,
and must have alternating u and u∗ arguments:
κ2n[u,u∗, . . . , u,u∗] = κ2n[u∗, u, . . . , u∗, u] = (−1)n−1Cn−1,
the same as the Möbius coefficients μn(0n,1n) of NC(n) (and this is no coincidence).
This connection between two widely known classes of non-selfadjoint random variables
(circulars and Haar unitaries) motivated the second author, in [28], to introduce R-diagonal el-
ements. A random variable a in a C∗-probability space is R-diagonal if its only novanishing
cumulants are the alternating ones κ2n[a, a∗, . . . , a, a∗] and κ2n[a∗, a, . . . , a∗, a]. (The nota-
tion R-diagonal derives from a characterization of such elements in terms of the multivariate
R-transform, a combinatorial free version of the logarithmic Fourier transform in classical prob-
ability theory.)
Note that an R-diagonal element’s odd cumulants vanish. (The term even element is used in
this context, but is usually formulated in terms of mixed moments, so we do not use it for R-
diagonal elements.) From Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5) we see vanishing of odd cumulants is equivalent
to vanishing of odd moments. If a is R-diagonal, its determining sequences are (αn[a])∞n=1 and
(βn[a])∞n=1 defined by
αn[a] = κ2n[a, a∗, . . . , a, a∗], βn[a] = κ2n[a∗, a, . . . , a∗, a]. (2.6)
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a∗ is tracial), then αn[a] = βn[a]; in any case, these sequences contain all the information about
the cumulants (and therefore mixed moments) of a and a∗.
R-diagonal elements form a large class of (mostly) non-normal elements about which a great
deal is known. In a sense, they are non-normal analogues of rotationally invariant distributions
in C; namely, the distribution of an R-diagonal element is not changed if is multiplied by a
free Haar unitary. This results in a special polar decomposition and relations with maximization
problems for free entropy [18,30,31]. Our main theorem (Theorem 1.3) supports the point of view
that R-diagonal elements can be considered as non-normal versions of holomorphic variables.
Finally, we comment that there is a precise description of the Brown measure of an R-
diagonal element in terms of its S -transform (another formal power-series associated to the
moments of a). The following theorem shows that R-diagonal elements have rotationally-
invariant Brown measures with nice densities. Let ×p denote the polar Cartesian product (i.e.
[x, y] ×p [0,2π) is the closed annulus with inner-radius x and outer-radius y).
Theorem 2.1. (See [17, Corollary 4.5].) If a is R-diagonal and is not a scalar multiple of a Haar
unitary, then its Brown measure νa is supported on the annulus (‖a−1‖−12 ,‖a‖2] ×p [0,2π) if a
is invertible, and on the disc [0,‖a‖2]×p [0,2π) if it is not. Moreover, νa is rotationally-invariant
with density
dνa(r, θ) = f (r) dr dθ,
where f is strictly positive on (‖a−1‖−12 ,‖a‖2] or [0,‖a‖2] and has an analytic continuation to
a neighbourhood of this interval in C.
3. Circular and Haar unitary elements
In this section, we prove Theorem 1.3 in the special case that a is circular c or Haar unitary u.
Our proof in Section 4 subsumes this one, but the techniques are new and motivate the later proof.
In Section 3.1, we introduce an important combinatorial structure which underlies the moments
and cumulants of circular and Haar unitary elements (and, in some sense, all R-diagonal ele-
ments), and use it to give a new proof that the ∗-moments of the powers of a circular element are
the Fuss–Catalan numbers, defined in Eq. (3.5) below. The main ideas of the construction in this
section are due to Drew and Heather Armstrong, and we thank them for their contribution. Since
the result was already known, we leave much of the detail here to the pictures. In Section 3.2, we
use the asymptotics of the Fuss–Catalan numbers to demonstrate the strong Haagerup inequality
for algebras generated by free circular elements. We conclude with Section 3.3 by showing that
the same combinatorial structure appears in the direct calculation of moments in the Haar unitary
case, and thence prove Theorem 1.4.
3.1. The powers of a circular element
Let c be a (variance 1) circular element in a C∗-probability space (A , ϕ). The moments of
cn were calculated first by Oravecz [32] and Larsen [26], each using a different approach to
iterated free convolution of the R-transform of c. We will reproduce their results here, using
more elementary combinatorial techniques.
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ϕ
[(
cn
(
cn
)∗)m] = ∑
π∈NC(2nm)
κπ [cn,m], (3.1)
where cn,m is the list
cn,m =
2mgroups︷ ︸︸ ︷
c, . . . , c,︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
c∗, . . . , c∗,︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
. . . , c, . . . , c,︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
c∗, . . . , c∗︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
. (3.2)
Since c is circular, its only nonzero free cumulants are κ2[c, c∗] = 1 and κ2[c∗, c] = 1, hence
the only nonzero terms in the above sum are those for which the partition π is a pair partition
π ∈ NC2(2mn) (each block is of size 2), and for which each c is paired to a c∗ in cn,m. We call
such pairings ∗-pairings, and denote the set of ∗-pairings in NC2(2mn) by NC∗2(n,m). Pictured
below are two examples of elements in NC∗2(3,4).
Since κπ [cn,m] = 1 whenever π ∈ NC∗2(n,m) and equals 0 otherwise, Eq. (3.1) reduces to∥∥cn∥∥2m2m = ∑
π∈NC∗2(n,m)
1 = ∣∣NC∗2(n,m)∣∣. (3.3)
A non-crossing partition can be represented linearly as in Figs. 1 and 2, or equivalently on a
circle, as seen below in Fig. 3. As such, we can describe the problem of counting the elements in
NC∗2(n,m) in the following medieval terms:
Knights and Ladies of the Round Table. King Arthur’s Knights wish to bring their Ladies to a
meeting of the Round Table. There are k = nm Knights (including Arthur himself) and each
has one Lady. Arthur wishes to seat everyone so that men and women alternate in groups of n,
Fig. 2. Two ∗-pairings in NC∗2(3,4).
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and in such a way that each Lady can converse with her Knight across the table without any
conversations crossing. How many possible seating plans are there?
Letting c stand for “Knight” and c∗ stand for “Lady,” the pictures in Fig. 3 (which are the
circular representations of the pairings from Fig. 2) represent allowable seating plans. (To be
clear: King Arthur’s seat is fixed at the top; without this constraint we overcount by a factor
of m.)
A related counting problem asks for pairings of the pattern cn,m where we relax the con-
dition that each c must be paired to a c∗, but still required that no two elements in a single
n-block are paired together. Denote the set of all such non-crossing pairings as T (n,m) (so
NC∗2(n,m) ⊂ T (n,m)). As discussed in [5], this problem is the combinatorial counterpart to
another moment problem, this time dealing with a semicircular element s. Of course, since s is
selfadjoint, (sn(s∗)n)m = s2nm, and calculating these moments is routine. Instead, the number of
pairings in T (n,m) equals the moment ϕ(Tn(s)2m), where Tn are the Tchebyshev polynomials of
the second kind. While we do not have a nice schema for calculating |T (n,m)| explicitly (which
we do for |NC∗2(n,m)| below), functional calculus for selfadjoint operators immediately yields
that ϕ(Tn(s)2m)1/2m → n+ 1 as m → ∞—the norm ‖Tn(s)‖ is linear in n, rather than in √n as
in Theorem 1.3 above. This difference in size precisely reflects the improvement of Haagerup’s
inequality from O(n) to O(n1/2) behaviour for circular elements, and indeed for all R-diagonal
elements as discussed in Section 4.
As to the Knights and Ladies of the Round Table problem, let us introduce some notation
which will be useful throughout what follows.
Notation 3.1. Label the entries in cn,m with decreasing indices n through 1 in each block of c’s
and increasing indices 1 through n in each block of c∗’s:
cn,m = c
n
, c
n−1, . . . ,
c
1
, c
1
∗, c
2
∗, . . . , c
n
∗︸ ︷︷ ︸
k=1
, . . . , c
n
, c
n−1, . . . ,
c
1
, c
1
∗, c
2
∗, . . . , c
n
∗︸ ︷︷ ︸
k=m
. (3.4)
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The point of this labeling is that any pairing in NC∗2(n,m) must pair each c to a c∗ with the
same index; indeed, if a c
j
were paired to a c
j ′
∗ for j = j ′, there would be unequal numbers of
c’s and c∗’s between the two; hence, since all must be paired off, one must be paired outside the
interval between the two, producing a crossing. We may note further that any non-crossing pair-
ing which respects the labels in Eq. (3.4) is, in fact, a ∗-pairing, and so enumerating NC∗2(n,m)
amounts to counting the non-crossing pairings which respect those labels. Using this observation,
we proceed to define a bijection from NC∗2(n,m) to a set we can enumerate.
The above labeling allows us to dissect any π ∈ NC∗2(n,m) into n different partitions
Φ1, . . . ,Φn. This is accomplished as follows. Label the m intervals cn(c∗)n in cn,m by k =
1,2, . . . ,m, as in Notation 3.1 and Fig. 4. Within each interval k, we identify (for each j ) c
j
with c
j
∗; this identification is represented graphically by connecting them with a dotted-arc above
the partition diagram. Now, restricting our attention just to those c’s and c∗’s with index j , we
can follow the pairings made by π ∈ NC2(n,m) through the identifications; we then say that k
and k′ are (π, j)-connected if there is a path connecting them, as in Fig. 4.
Thus, we can define a partition Φj(π) of the set {1,2, . . . ,m} to have blocks given by (π, j)-
connectedness. (That is, k, k′ are in the same block of Φj(π) iff k, k′ are (π, j)-connected.) It is
easy to see that Φj(π) is a non-crossing partition, since π is non-crossing. (In fact, letting π |j be
the restriction of π to those elements with index j , Φj(π) is just the push-forward of π |j under
the map which sends elements of the interval k to the number k ∈ {1, . . . ,m}; this is a monotonic
function, and so the resulting partition is non-crossing.) Figure 5 shows the Φj(π)’s resulting
from this construction for the ∗-pairings π in Fig. 2.
So P(π) = (Φ1(π), . . . ,Φn(π)) defines a mapping P : NC2(n,m) → NC(m)n. What’s
more, as is evidenced by the examples in Fig. 5, Φj+1(π) is a refinement of Φj(π) for each j .
This follows from the nested structure of the π -connecting paths which results from the non-
crossing requirement. A precise proof of this refinement property requires a careful but elemen-
tary argument tracing the paths, and is left to the reader. Recall that NC(m) is a lattice under
reverse-refinement; hence, we have Φ1(π)Φ2(π) · · ·Φn(π).
Denote by NC(m)(n) the set of all multichains (non-decreasing sequences) of length n in
NC(m); thus P maps NC∗2(n,m) into NC(m)(n). In fact, this map is a bijection; it is relatively
straightforward to exhibit its inverse. The idea (heuristically) is to “fatten up” each connecting
line on the right-hand side of Fig. 5, and assign pairings by ignoring the top connections (sep-
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Fig. 6. A “fattened” partition in NC(8).
arating the j -labelled c and c∗ in each k-interval). This is done for each j separately, and is
demonstrated in Fig. 6.
To be a little more precise: given a partition Φ in NC(m), for each block {k1 < k2 < · · · <
kr−1 < kr} in Φ we produce a partial pairing of the pattern cn,m by pairing the c
j
in the k1th
interval with the c
j
∗ in the kr th interval, then moving back and pairing the c
j
in the kr th interval
with the c
j
∗ in the kr−1th interval, pairing the c
j
in the kr−1th interval with the c
j
∗ in the kr−2th
interval, and so forth. If we then have n partitions Φ1, . . . ,Φn in NC(m), we follow the above
procedure n times (using Φ1 to pair the 1-labelled c’s and c∗’s, Φ2 to pair the 2-labelled ones,
and so on).
This yields a map Q : NC(m)(n) → {pair partitions of cn,m}. A fairly straightforward (but
lengthy) argument shows that, since each Φj is non-crossing, and (more importantly) since
the earlier Φj ’s are refinements of the later ones, the partition Q(Φ1, . . . ,Φn) is actually non-
crossing. It respects the labels of the c’s and c∗’s by definition, and hence Q : NC(m)(n) →
NC∗2(n,m).
It is then a simple matter (and is in fact clear from the above diagrams) that P and Q are
inverses of one another. Hence, |NC∗2(n,m)| = |NC(m)(n)|. At this point, we have reproduced the
results of Oravecz and Larsen: the set NC(m)(n) is a well-studied combinatorial structure, and its
enumeration was calculated by Edelman in [14]. The next result follows.
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C
(n)
m , where C(n)m are the Fuss–Catalan numbers
C(n)m =
1
m
(
m(n+ 1)
m− 1
)
. (3.5)
Note, in particular, that setting n = 1 yields the Catalan numbers C(1)m = Cm = 1m
( 2m
m−1
)
from
Eq. (2.2), which count the set NC(m). The Fuss–Catalan numbers were also computed in a simi-
lar context in [6], where the central objects of study, the Fuss–Catalan algebras (a generalization
of the Temperly–Lieb algebras) are generated by diagrams like Fig. 3, and hence the dimensions
of the algebras (the number of essentially different such diagrams) are the numbers C(n)m .
3.2. The Haagerup inequality in H(c, I )
From Eq. (3.3) and Corollary 3.2, we have calculated the 2m-norms of the powers of a circular
element,
∥∥cn∥∥2m = [C(n)m ]1/2m = [ 1m
(
m(n+ 1)
m− 1
)]1/2m
. (3.6)
In particular, the 2-norm is ‖cn‖2 = 1. We can calculate the norm ‖cn‖ by taking the limit as
m → ∞, which may be computed using Stirling’s formula. The result is
∥∥cn∥∥2 = lim
m→∞
[
1
m
(
m(n+ 1)
m− 1
)]1/m
= (n+ 1)
n+1
nn
 e(n+ 1). (3.7)
Now, in line with Theorem 1.3, consider the algebra H(c) =H(c, {1}), the norm-closed al-
gebra generated by c. In this case, the n-particle space H(n)(c) is spanned by cn, and hence
Eq. (3.7) immediately yields the following strong Haagerup inequality.
Proposition 3.3. For n 0 and T ∈H(n)(c),
‖T ‖√e√n+ 1‖T ‖2.
In fact, we can use similar techniques to achieve the same inequality for the algebra H(c, I )
for any countable indexing set I . This jump, from 1 to many (even infinite) dimensions is usually
the hardest part of such analyses; we will see below that the freeness does all the work for us.
Note, the algebraH(c, I ) is canonically isomorphic to the 0-holomorphic spaceH0(HC) in [22]
and the free Segal–Bargmann space Chol(H ) in [3], where HC is a complex Hilbert space of
dimension |I |.
Let T ∈Hn(c, I ), so that T =∑|i|=n λici for some scalars λi ∈ C satisfying a summability
condition guaranteeing that ‖T ‖2 < ∞ (see Eq. (3.10) below), where ci = ci1 · · · cin . By the
definition ofH(c, I ), the generating elements cik are variance 1 and cik , cik′ are ∗-free whenever
ik = ik′ . Then we have the following multinomial expansion for the mth moment of T T ∗:
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[(
T T ∗
)m]
=
∑
|i(1)|=···=|i(m)|=n
|j(1)|=···=|j(m)|=n
λi(1) · · ·λi(m)λj(1) · · ·λj(m) ϕ
(
ci(1)c
∗
j(1) · · · ci(m)c∗j(m)
)
. (3.8)
In particular, setting m = 1,
‖T ‖22 =
∑
|i|=|j|=n
λiλjϕ
(
cic
∗
j
)
.
The expression ϕ(cic∗j ) is a mixed moment of length 2n, and can (by Eq. (2.5)) be expressed in
terms of the cumulants of the ci:
ϕ
(
cic
∗
j
)= ∑
π∈NC(2n)
κπ
[
ci1, . . . , cin , c
∗
jn
, . . . , c∗j1
]
.
As the ci are circular (and so only the cumulants κ2[c, c∗] = κ2[c∗, c] = 1 are nonzero), only pair
partitions π which match c’s to c∗’s contribute to the sum. Any such partition is in NC∗2(n,1),
which contains only the partition  ,
 =
(the fact that there is only one follows from the calculation in Section 3.1 that |NC∗2(n,1)| =
C
(n)
1 = 1). So, we have
‖T ‖22 =
∑
|i|=|j|=n
λiλjκ
[
ci, c
∗
j
]
. (3.9)
A note on notation: in Eq. (3.9), the ci and c∗j stand for lists of length n, not products of n
elements; i.e. there are implied commas. We will use this convention whenever such expressions
appear as arguments of cumulants in what follows. To be clear, for the pairing  above, we have
κ
[
ci, c
∗
j
]= κ [ci1, . . . , cin , c∗jn , . . . , c∗j1]= κ2[ci1, c∗j1] · κ2[ci2, c∗j2] · · ·κ2[cin, c∗jn].
Now following Eq. (3.9), since the ci are ∗-free, κ [ci, c∗j ] = 0 unless each block of 
contains like-indexed elements—i.e. unless i = j, in which case κ = 1. Thus, we have the
Pythagorean formula
‖T ‖22 =
∑
|i|=n
|λi|2. (3.10)
Following suit, for general m> 1 we have
ϕ
(
ci(1)c
∗
j(1) · · · ci(m)c∗j(m)
)= ∑ κπ [ci(1), c∗j(1), . . . , ci(m), c∗j(m)].
π∈NC(2nm)
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sum are those which pair c’s with c∗’s—i.e. π ∈ NC∗2(n,m). This, with Eq. (3.8), yields
‖T ‖2m2m =
∑
π∈NC∗2(n,m)
∑
|i(1)|=···=|i(m)|=n
|j(1)|=···=|j(m)|=n
λi(1) · · ·λi(m)λj(1) · · ·λj(m)κπ
[
ci(1), c
∗
j(1), . . . , ci(m), c
∗
j(m)
]
.
Many of the above terms are in fact 0, since the ci(k) are ∗-free. Indeed, the mixed cumulant
κπ in the above sum is nonzero only when the indices of terms paired by π are all equal (and
in this case it is 1). We record this with the function δ(π, i(1), j(1), . . . , i(m), j(m)) defined to
equal 0 whenever π pairs any ci(k) with a c∗j (k′)′ with i(k) = j (k
′)′ , and 1 if π always pairs
like-indexed c’s and c∗’s. Thus
‖T ‖2m2m =
∑
π∈NC∗(n,m)
∑
|i(1)|=···=|i(m)|=n
|j(1)|=···=|j(m)|=n
λi(1) · · ·λi(m)λj(1) · · ·λj(m)δ
(
π, i(1), . . . , j(m)).
Now, let us re-index the above sum. Denote the indices {i(1)1, . . . , i(m)n} by p1, . . . , pnm, and
let λ(p1, . . . , pnm) = λi(1) · · ·λi(m). Note, in any nonzero term in the above sum, the indices
appearing in the product λj(1) · · ·λj(m) are exactly those paired to p1, . . . , pnm by π ; identifying
the pairing π with its corresponding permutation, we then have
‖T ‖2m2m =
∑
π∈NC∗2(n,m)
∑
p1,...,pnm
λ(p1, . . . , pnm)λ(pπ(1), . . . , pπ(nm)). (3.11)
Applying the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality to the interior summation yields, for each π ,
∑
p1,...,pnm
λ(p1, . . . , pnm)λ(pπ(1), . . . , pπ(nm))

[ ∑
p1,...,pnm
∣∣λ(p1, . . . , pnm)∣∣2]1/2 · [ ∑
p1,...,pnm
∣∣λ(pπ(1), . . . , pπ(nm))∣∣2]1/2.
Since the sum is over all nm-tuples of indices and π is a permutation, the second term may be
reordered to cancel the apparent π -dependence, yielding the same summation in both factors;
i.e. the interior sum in Eq. (3.11) is just
∑
p1,...,pnm
∣∣λ(p1, . . . , pnm)∣∣2.
Returning to our original indexing scheme, this becomes
∑
p ,...,p
∣∣λ(p1, . . . , pnm)∣∣2 = ∑ ∣∣λi(1) · · ·λi(m)∣∣2 = [∑ |λi|2]m,
1 nm |i(1)|=···=|i(m)|=n |i|=n
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yield
‖T ‖2m2m 
∑
π∈NC∗2(n,m)
‖T ‖2m2 = C(n)m ‖T ‖2m2 .
Taking mth roots and letting m → ∞, referring to the same limit calculated in Eq. (3.7), we have
thus proved the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 3.4. Let c be a variance 1 circular, and let T ∈H(n)(c, I ) for some countable index
set I . Then
‖T ‖√e√n+ 1‖T ‖2.
We note that this inequality (with the √n+ 1 factor) bears some resemblance to what Boz˙ejko
called Nelson’s inequality in [7]. The context of his inequality is different, however (his estimate
is for the creation and annihilation operators on the full Fock space separately), and our result
cannot be derived from his. We also note that the exact inequality yielded by the asymptotics of
the Fuss–Catalan number is ‖T ‖√(n+ 1)n+1/nn‖T ‖2, which is (quickly) asymptotic to the
form written above.
3.3. The Haagerup inequality in H(u, I )
In Section 4, we will shortly demonstrate how to extend the above argument to general
R-diagonal elements; indeed, we will see that the partition sets NC∗2(n,m) still mediate the
Haagerup constant in this case. The case of H(u, I ) for a Haar unitary u will follow as a special
case. However, the techniques of Section 4 do not produce the optimal constant (√e ) multiplying
the O(n1/2)-term in the inequality.
For H(u, I ) (which is close to Haagerup’s original context), we can actually approach the
Haagerup constant through moments directly, without going over to cumulants as above. For
T ∈H(n)(u, I ), we have T =∑|i|=n λiui for some λi ∈ C. Thus
‖T ‖2m2m = ϕ
[
(T T ∗)m
]
=
∑
|i(1)|=···=|i(m)|=n
|j(1)|=···=|j(m)|=n
λi(1) · · ·λi(m)λj(1) · · ·λj(m)ϕ(ui(1)u∗j(1) · · ·ui(m)u∗j(m)).
Now, since the uk are ∗-free Haar unitaries, the term ϕ(ui(1)u∗j(1) · · ·ui(m)u∗j(m)) is either 0
or 1; interpreting uk as generators of a free group and u∗k = u−1k , the term is 1 iff the word
ui(1)u
−1
j(1) · · ·ui(m)u−1j(m) reduces to the identity in the free group. (This follows immediately from
the definition of the state ϕk on the free group factor L(Fk) in Section 2.2.) Let us record this
with a delta function δ(i(1), j(1), . . . , i(m), j(m)), and so we have
‖T ‖2m2m =
∑
|i(1)|=···=|i(m)|=n
λi(1) · · ·λi(m)λj(1) · · ·λj(m)δ
(
i(1), j(1), . . . , i(m), j(m)). (3.12)|j(1)|=···=|j(m)|=n
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NC∗2(3,4). (Heavier lines indicate earlier stages in the reduction procedure.)
Now, if δ(i(1), j(1), . . . , i(m), j(m)) = 1 then the word ui(1)u−1j(1) · · ·ui(m)u−1j(m) reduces to the
identity in the free group. This means there is a reduction procedure: at some point in the word,
there is a uk adjacent to a u−1k , and once this pair has been removed, the reduced word has
some uk′ adjacent to a u−1k′ , etc. We can produce a pair partition π of the set {1, . . . ,2mn} while
reducing the word, by matching numbers based on the (starting) positions of terms in the word
ui(1)u
−1
j(1) · · ·ui(m)u−1j(m) as they are cancelled in the reduction to the identity. This is demonstrated
in Fig. 7.
As is clear from the figure, the pairing π resulting from a reduction P is non-crossing. (In-
deed, the pairing is generated by matching two adjacent elements, removing this interval, and
proceeding inductively; thus, the partition conforms to the recursive definition of non-crossing.)
Also, since u’s cancel only u−1’s, such a pairing π is in NC∗2(n,m). Finally, since uk must cancel
only with u−1k (i.e. with the same index), π must match only terms with the same index.
We must be careful, since a given reducible word may have different reduction procedures,
and therefore different associated pairings. Nevertheless, the above considerations show that we
can simply overcount and conclude that
δ
(
i(1), j(1), . . . , i(m), j(m)) ∑
π∈NC∗2(n,m)
δ
(
π, i(1), j(1), . . . , i(m), j(m)), (3.13)
where δ(π, i(1), j(1), . . . , i(m), j(m)) has the same meaning as in Section 3.2: it is {0,1}-valued,
equaling 1 iff the pairing π only matches terms with the same index. Combining this with
Eq. (3.12), we have
‖T ‖2m2m 
∑
|i(1)|=···=|i(m)|=n
|j(1)|=···=|j(m)|=n
λi(1) · · ·λi(m)λj(1) · · ·λj(m)
∑
π∈NC∗2(n,m)
δ
(
π, i(1), . . . , j(m)).
We now proceed exactly as in Section 3.2: reindex i(1), . . . , i(m) as p1, . . . , pmn and denote by
λ(p1, . . . , pnm) the product of the relabeled terms λi(1) · · ·λi(m). Then, treating π as a permuta-
tion of the set {1, . . . ,2mn}, the above sum becomes
∑
π∈NC∗(n,m)
∑
p1,...,pmn
λ(p1, . . . , pmn)λ(pπ(1), . . . , pπ(mn)).2
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π is a bijection to reindex as in the last section, achieving
‖T ‖2m2m 
∑
π∈NC∗2(n,m)
∑
i(1),...,i(m)
|λi(1)|2 · · · |λi(m)|2 =
∣∣NC∗2(n,m)∣∣(∑
i
|λi|2
)m
. (3.14)
We may now complete the proof of Theorem 1.4.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. The generators of a free group Fk are ∗-free Haar unitary operators in
L(Fk), and so any f ∈ CFk ⊂ L(Fk) supported on words of length n in the generators and not
their inverses is in H(n)(u, Ik) where Ik = {1, . . . , k}. Since the norm in L(Fk) restricts to the
convolution norm on CFk , it follows that ‖f ‖2m → ‖f ‖∗ as m → ∞. Also, if f (ui) = λi (so f
corresponds to T above), then ‖f ‖22 =
∑
i |λi|2. Hence, Eq. (3.14) says
‖f ‖2m 
∣∣NC∗2(n,m)∣∣1/2m‖f ‖2,
and so taking m → ∞ and using Corollary 3.2 and the asymptotics of the Fuss–Catalan
numbers from Eq. (3.7), we have therefore shown that ‖f ‖∗ 
√
(n+ 1)n+1/nn‖f ‖2. As
(n+ 1)n+1/nn  e(n+ 1), this proves the result for f with finite support. Since CFk is dense in
2(Fk), this completes the proof. 
A few comments are in order. First, since any reducible word may have many different reduc-
tions to the identity, Eq. (3.13) may, a priori, seem to be a massive over-estimate, and one is led
to wonder whether the resulting Haagerup inequality is close to optimal. In fact, the inequality
‖f ‖∗ 
√
(n+ 1)n+1
nn
‖f ‖2
(for f ∈ 2(F+k ) supported on words of length n) is optimal, at least in the case n = 1: consider
H(u,N). For k > 1 in N, the element Tk = u1 + · · · + uk is in the 1-particle space, and satisfies
‖Tk‖2 =
√
k and ‖Tk‖ = 2
√
k − 1 (the latter was calculated in [1]). Thus
‖Tk‖
‖Tk‖2 = 2 ·
√
k − 1
k
.
Since
√
(1 + 1)1+1/11 = 2, we have asymptotic agreement. Note that the case n = 1 presents, in
some sense, the greatest ambiguity for reduction procedures.
Second, we note that a similar argument to the one above, applied to elements f ∈ 2(Fk)
supported on words of length n in the generators and their inverses, yields the original Haagerup
inequality of Theorem 1.1; here, the relevant combinatorial structure whose enumeration deter-
mines the Haagerup constant is the one described immediately following Fig. 3.
4. R-diagonal elements
In this section, we extend the techniques developed in Section 3 to all R-diagonal elements.
A similar reduction of the multidimensional case to the one-dimensional case is possible, but
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negative. We address this problem by replacing an R-diagonal element with negative cumulants
by a different R-diagonal whose cumulants are positive and dominate the original’s.
In Section 4.1, we calculate the 2-norm of an element T in the n-particle space, and develop
the main estimate (which generalizes the proof of Theorem 3.4) of higher moments of T T ∗ in
terms of the absolute values of the cumulants. Then, in Section 4.2, we show how to replace a
given R-diagonal element with a different one whose cumulants dominate the absolute values of
the original’s, and use this substitution to prove Theorem 1.3.
4.1. Estimating moments for T ∈H(n)(a, I )
Let a be an R-diagonal element in a C∗-probability space, and let T ∈H(n)(a, I ). So, T =∑
|i|=n λiai for some scalars λi ∈ C, where {ai : i ∈ I } are ∗-free R-diagonal elements each with
the same ∗-distribution as a. As in Eq. (3.8) above, we have the following multinomial expansion
for the mth moment of T T ∗:
‖T ‖2m2m = ϕ
[(
T T ∗
)m]
=
∑
|i(1)|=···=|i(m)|=n
|j(1)|=···=|j(m)|=n
λi(1) · · ·λi(m)λj(1) · · ·λj(m)ϕ
(
ai(1)a
∗
j(1) · · ·ai(m)a∗j(m)
)
. (4.1)
The term ϕ(ai(1)a∗j(1) · · ·ai(m)a∗j(m)) can be calculated, via Eq. (2.5), as
ϕ
(
ai(1)a
∗
j(1) · · ·ai(m)a∗j(m)
)= ∑
π∈NC(2mn)
κπ
[
ai(1), a
∗
j(1), . . . , ai(m), a
∗
j(m)
]
.
Since the ai are ∗-free, the above mixed cumulant is nonzero only when the indices of terms
connected by π are all equal. We record this with the function δ(π, i(1), j(1), . . . , i(m), j(m))
defined above, which equals 0 whenever π connects two differently-indexed elements, and 1 if
all connected elements have like-indices. It is, then, true that
ϕ
(
ai(1)a
∗
j(1) · · ·ai(m)a∗j(m)
)
=
∑
π∈NC(2mn)
κπ
[
ai(1), a
∗
j(1), . . . , ai(m), a
∗
j(m)
]
δ
(
π, i(1), j(1), . . . , i(m), j(m)).
In the special case m = 1, this reduces to
ϕ
(
aia
∗
j
)= ∑
π∈NC(2n)
κπ
[
ai, a
∗
j
]
δ(π, i, j). (4.2)
Now, let π be a partition with δ(π, i, j) = 1. Thus, each block of π connects only terms with a
single index i. Since ai is R-diagonal, its only nonzero ∗-cumulants are κ2n[ai, a∗i , . . . , ai, a∗i ]
and κ2n[a∗i , ai , . . . , a∗i , ai]. Hence, π still contributes a zero in Eq. (4.2) unless, in each block
of π , the ai ’s and a∗i ’s alternate. But in this case (m = 1), all the a∗i ’s are to the right of all the
ai ’s, and hence alternating sequences have length at most 2. So π contributes only if it is a pair
partition. Since the cumulants κ2[aj , aj ] = κ2[a∗, a∗] = 0 for each j , such a π only pairs ∗’sj j
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element of NC∗2(n,1) is  . So the sum in Eq. (4.2) reduces to at most a single term,
ϕ
(
aia
∗
j
)= κ [ai, a∗j ]δ(, i, j).
Since ai = ai1 · · ·ain and a∗j = a∗jn · · ·a∗j1 , δ(, i, j) = 1 iff i = j, and in this case, κ [ai, a∗i ]
is equal to the product κ2[ai1, a∗i1] · · ·κ2[ain, a∗in] which (since the ai are identically distributed)
equals κ2[a, a∗]n. So Eq. (4.1) yields
‖T ‖22 =
∑
|i|=|j|=n
λiλjϕ
(
aia
∗
j
)= ∑
|i|=n
|λi|2κ2[a, a∗]n.
Finally, we note that the second cumulant of a centred random variable is equal to its second
moment, and since R-diagonal elements have vanishing first moments, it follows that
‖T ‖22 =
∑
|i|=n
|λi|2‖a‖2n2 . (4.3)
Similar considerations are not enough to explicitly calculate higher moments, since alternating
sequences can have greater length (e.g. in ‖T ‖44, terms corresponding to partitions with blocks
of sizes 2 and 4 may contribute), and calculations become unwieldy very quickly. Nevertheless,
we can estimate the higher moments using only pair partitions, to great effect. In general, from
Eq. (4.1) we have
‖T ‖2m2m =
∑
π∈NC(2mn)
∑
|i(1)|=···=|i(m)|=n
|j(1)|=···=|j(m)|=n
λi(1) · · ·λi(m)λj(1) · · ·λj(m) · ϑ
[
π, i(1), . . . , j(m)],
where
ϑ
[
π, i(1), . . . , j(m)]= κπ [ai(1), a∗j(1), . . . , ai(m), a∗j(m)]δ(π, i(1), . . . , j(m)).
Now, in any term where δ(π, i(1), j(1), . . . , i(m), j(m)) = 1, each block of π connects only ai ’s
and a∗i ’s for a single index i. Since ai is R-diagonal, its only nonvanishing ∗-cumulants are
alternating, and so the term is zero unless a’s and a∗’s alternate within each block of π . This is
an important set of non-crossing partitions; we call such partitions ∗-partitions, and refer to the
set as NC∗(n,m) (so NC∗2(n,m) is the subset of NC∗(n,m) consisting of only pair partitions). It
is important to note that, as per our definition of alternating, the size of each block of a partition
in NC∗(n,m) must be even. (The sequence a, a∗, . . . , a, a∗, a is not alternating in our sense,
since an R-diagonal element still has vanishing cumulants for this list.)
Using this notation, the above summation becomes
‖T ‖2m2m =
∑
π∈NC∗(n,m)
∑
|i(1)|=···=|i(m)|=n
λi(1) · · ·λi(m)λj(1) · · ·λj(m) · ϑ
[
π, i(1), . . . , j(m)].|j(1)|=···=|j(m)|=n
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Fix i(1), j(1), . . . , i(m), j(m), and let π ∈ NC∗(n,m) be a ∗-partition such that δ(π, i(1), j(1), . . . ,
i(m), j(m)) = 1. Let {V1, . . . , Vk} be the blocks of π . Since all indices of elements in a sin-
gle block Vj are equal (to, say, i), and since ai has the same distribution as a, we have that
ϕVj [ai(1), a∗j(1), . . . , ai(m), a∗j(m)] = ϕVj [an,m], where
an,m =
2m groups︷ ︸︸ ︷
a, . . . , a,︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
a∗, . . . , a∗,︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
. . . , a, . . . , a,︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
a∗, . . . , a∗︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
is independent of the indices. Consequently, we have (for any ∗-partition π such that δ(π, i(1),
j(1), . . . , i(m), j(m)) = 1)
κπ
[
ai(1), a
∗
j(1), . . . , ai(m), a
∗
j(m)
]= κπ [an,m]. (4.4)
Thus, for π ∈ NC∗(n,m), we have
ϑ
[
π, i(1), j(1), . . . , i(m), j(m)]= κπ [an,m]δ(π, i(1), j(1), . . . , i(m), j(m)),
and so
‖T ‖2m2m =
∑
π∈NC∗(n,m)
κπ [an,m]
∑
|i(1)|=···=|i(m)|=n
|j(1)|=···=|j(m)|=n
λi(1) · · ·λi(m)λj(1) · · ·λj(m)δ
(
π, i(1), . . . , j(m)).
We now estimate this sum by associating to each π ∈ NC∗(n,m) a refinement πr ∈ NC∗2(n,m)
as follows: for each block V = {k1 < k2 < · · · < k2} in π , the pairings k1 ∼ k2, k3 ∼ k4, . . . ,
k2−1 ∼ k2 are in πr . Figure 8 shows an example.
Since πr is a refinement of π , if π only connects like-indexed elements then πr does as well.
This shows that
δ
(
π, i(1), j(1), . . . , i(m), j(m)) δ(πr, i(1), j(1), . . . , i(m), j(m)).
Hence, we may estimate (by taking absolute values):
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∑
π∈NC∗(n,m)
∣∣κπ [an,m]∣∣
×
∑
|i(1)|=···=|i(m)|=n
|j(1)|=···=|j(m)|=n
|λi(1) · · ·λi(m) · λj(1) · · ·λj(m)|δ
(
πr, i(1), . . . , j(m)
)
.
We can now reindex the interior sum much the same way we did in Section 3.2: denote the
indices {i(1)1, . . . , i(m)n} by p1, . . . , pnm, and this time let λ(p1, . . . , pnm) = |λi(1) · · ·λi(m)|.
Then allowing πr to refer both to the pair-partition and the associated permutation, we have∑
|i(1)|=···=|i(m)|=n
|j(1)|=···=|j(m)|=n
|λi(1) · · ·λi(m) · λj(1) · · ·λj(m)|δ
(
πr, i(1), j(1), . . . , i(m), j(m)
)
=
∑
p1,...,pnm
λ(p1, . . . , pnm)λ(pπr (1), . . . , pπr (nm))

[ ∑
p1,...,pnm
λ(p1, . . . , pnm)
2
]1/2
·
[ ∑
p1,...,pnm
λ(pπr (1), . . . , pπr (nm))
2
]1/2
,
where we have applied the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality. Since the sum is over all indices
p1, . . . , pnm and since πr is a permutation, the second term above can be reindexed to yield
the first term, and hence the interior sum is

∑
p1,...,pnm
λ(p1, . . . , pnm)
2 =
[∑
|i|=n
|λi|2
]m
.
Combining this with Eq. (4.3) yields the following estimate, which is the main lemma of this
section.
Lemma 4.1. Let T ∈H(n)(a, I ) for a R-diagonal. Then for m 1,
‖T ‖2m 
[ ∑
π∈NC∗(n,m)
∣∣κπ [an,m]∣∣]1/2m 1‖a‖n2 ‖T ‖2.
If the cumulants of a are all non-negative, then κπ [an,m] 0 as well, and the above summation
reduces to a one-dimensional calculation.
Corollary 4.2. If the cumulants of a are non-negative, then ‖T ‖ ‖an‖‖a‖n2 ‖T ‖2.
Proof. By Eq. (2.5), ∥∥an∥∥2m2m = ϕ([an(a∗)n]m)= ∑
π∈NC(2nm)
κπ [an,m].
As explained above, since a is R-diagonal, κπ [an,m] = 0 unless π ∈ NC∗(n,m). Thus, from
Lemma 4.1, we have
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[ ∑
π∈NC∗(n,m)
∣∣κπ [an,m]∣∣] 1‖a‖2nm2 ‖T ‖2m2
=
[ ∑
π∈NC(2nm)
κπ [an,m]
]
1
‖a‖2nm2
‖T ‖2m2 =
‖an‖2m2m
‖a‖2nm2
‖T ‖2m2 .
The result now follows by taking 2mth roots, and letting m tend to ∞. 
Hence, in this case, the question of Haagerup’s inequality is reduced to determining the
growth-rate of ‖an‖/‖a‖n2, which was addressed in [26] (and will be discussed in the next sec-
tion). However, if some cumulants of a are negative, we must work harder to make such an
estimate.
4.2. Strong Haagerup inequalities
To reduce the calculation in Section 4.1 to the one-dimensional case when a can have negative
cumulants, our strategy is to replace a with a different R-diagonal element b whose cumulants
are positive and dominate the absolute values of a’s cumulants. We will do this in a way that
allows close control of both ‖b‖ and ‖b‖2.
To begin, we bound the growth of the nonvanishing cumulants of a.
Lemma 4.3. Let a be an R-diagonal element in a C∗-probability space. Then the nonvanishing
cumulants of a satisfy
∣∣αn[a]∣∣, ∣∣βn[a]∣∣ 14(24‖a‖)2n,
where αn[a] and βn[a] are the determining sequences of a from Eq. (2.6).
Proof. From Eq. (2.4), we have
αn[a] = κ2n[a, a∗, . . . , a, a∗] =
∑
σ∈NC(2n)
ϕσ [a, a∗, . . . , a, a∗]μ(σ,12n).
(The sum is over all of NC(2n) since all σ are less than 12n, the largest element.) Therefore, from
Eq. (2.3) we have ∣∣αn[a]∣∣ ∑
σ∈NC(2n)
∣∣ϕσ [a, a∗, . . . , a, a∗]∣∣42n−1
= 42n−1
∑
σ∈NC(2n)
∏
V∈σ
∣∣ϕV [a, a∗, . . . , a, a∗]∣∣.
Let V1, . . . , Vr be the blocks of a given σ ∈ NC(2n); so |V1| + · · · + |Vr | = 2n. We may write
ϕVj [a, a∗, . . . , a, a∗] = ϕ(a1 · · ·a|Vj |) where i ∈ {1,∗}; since ϕ is a state on a C∗-algebra, this
therefore gives ∣∣ϕVj [a, a∗, . . . , a, a∗]∣∣ ∥∥a1 · · ·a|Vj |∥∥ ‖a‖|Vj |.
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σ∈NC(2n)
‖a‖2n = 42n−1C2n‖a‖2n.
The result for αn[a] now follows from the fact that C2n  42n. The argument for βn[a] is identi-
cal. 
Thus, we need only construct an R-diagonal element whose determining sequences are posi-
tive and bounded below by 14 (2
4‖a‖)2n.
Lemma 4.4. Let (A , ϕ) be a C∗-probability space, and let γ and λ be positive constants. There
exists an R-diagonal element b = bγ,λ ∈A with αn[b] = βn[b] = γ · λ2n.
Proof. As shown in [30] (and also in [34]), there is a free Poisson element p = pγ/2,λ which
is self-adjoint and satisfies κn[p, . . . ,p] = 12γ · λn. Let p1,p2 be free copies of this Poisson
element, and let q = p1 − p2. As κn is a multilinear functional, and as p1 and −p2 are free (so
their mixed cumulants vanish), we have
κn[q, . . . , q] = κn[p1, . . . , p1] + κn[−p2, . . . ,−p2]
= (1 + (−1)n)κn[p, . . . ,p] = {γ · λn, n even,0, n odd.
Now, let u be a Haar unitary ∗-free from q . By [29, Theorem 4.2(2)], b = qu is R-diagonal.
(The conditions of the theorem require the C∗-probability space to be tracial; however, we may
simply restrict ϕ to the unital C∗-algebra generated by the normal elements q and u, where it is
always a trace.) Since b is R-diagonal, we can compute its determining sequences by
αn[b] = βn[b] =
∑
π∈NC∗(n,1)
ϕπ [b, b∗, . . . , b, b∗]μ(π,12n).
Since π ∈ NC∗(n,1), all blocks in π are of even size and alternately connect b’s and b∗’s. Hence,
for each block V in π ,
ϕV [b, b∗, . . . , b, b∗] = ϕ
[
(bb∗)|V |/2
]= ϕ[(quu∗q)|V |/2]= ϕ[q |V |]= ϕV [q, . . . , q], (4.5)
and thus ϕπ [b, b∗, . . . , b, b∗] = ϕπ [q, . . . , q] for π ∈ NC∗(n,1).
Now, suppose σ is a partition in NC(2n)\NC∗(n,1)—i.e. σ contains a block V = {k1, . . . , kr}
with two successive elements k < k+1 of the same parity. (Indeed, NC∗(n,1) consists of
non-crossing partitions whose blocks always successively pair b’s and b∗’s in the pattern
[b, b∗, . . . , b, b∗]—i.e. the blocks must alternately pair even and odd numbers in {1, . . . ,2n}.)
But then there is an odd number of elements between k and k+1, and so some block in σ must
be of odd size. Since q is an even element, it follows that ϕσ [q, . . . , q] = 0. Hence, we also have
κ2n[q, . . . , q] =∑π∈NC∗(n,1) ϕπ [q, . . . , q]μ2n(π,12n), and so from Eq. (4.5),
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∑
π∈NC∗(n,1)
ϕπ [b, b∗, . . . , b, b∗]μ2n(π,12n)
=
∑
π∈NC∗(n,1)
ϕπ [q, . . . , q]μ2n(π,12n) = κ2n[q, . . . , q] = γ · λ2n. 
Following the argument of Corollary 4.2, we see that if we choose an R-diagonal element b
which satisfies αn[b] |αn[a]| for all n then letting bn,m be the list corresponding to [bn(b∗)n]m,
we have κπ [bn,m] |κπ [an,m]|, and so∥∥bn∥∥2m2m = ∑
π∈NC∗(n,m)
κπ [bn,m]
∑
π∈NC∗(n,m)
∣∣κπ [an,m]∣∣.
Hence, from Lemma 4.1, we have
‖T ‖2m  ‖b
n‖2m
‖a‖n2
‖T ‖2. (4.6)
In order for this to yield useful information, we must choose b in such a way that its variance
and norm are well controlled by those of a. In the following lemma, we choose b = bγ,λ as in
Lemma 4.4 to optimally bound the ratio ‖bn‖/‖a‖n2.
Lemma 4.5. Let a be R-diagonal, and define λ = 28‖a‖2/‖a‖2 and γ = ‖a‖22λ−2. Set b = bγ,λ,
as in Lemma 4.4. Then ‖b‖2 = ‖a‖2, and
‖bn‖
‖a‖n2
 515
√
e
√
n
‖a‖2
‖a‖22
.
Proof. For an R-diagonal element b, Corollary 3.2 in [26] says that ‖bn‖√e√n‖b‖‖b‖n−12 .
Note that, since b is centred, ‖b‖22 = κ2[b, b∗] which, from Lemma 4.4, equals γ · λ2 = ‖a‖22.
Hence,
‖bn‖
‖a‖n2
= ‖b
n‖
‖b‖n2

√
e
√
n
‖b‖
‖b‖2 =
√
e
√
n
‖b‖
‖a‖2 . (4.7)
For the norm ‖b‖, we have b = qu where u is unitary, and so ‖b‖ = ‖q‖ = ‖p1 − p2‖ 2‖p1‖.
The norm of a free Poisson was calculated in [38]; the result is ‖p1‖ = λ(1 + √γ /2)2, so
√
γ /2 = 2−1/2 · ‖a‖2λ−1 = 2−8.5 ‖a‖
2
2
‖a‖2  2
−8.5,
and so
‖b‖ 2 · 28 ‖a‖
2
‖a‖2 ·
(
1 + 2−8.5)2  515‖a‖2‖a‖2 ,
yielding the result. 
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Proof of Theorem 1.3. We will check that the element b = bγ,λ with coefficients chosen as in
Lemma 4.5 has all positive cumulants which dominate the absolute values of the cumulants of a.
First, we have (as used above) α1[b] = |α1[a]|. For higher cumulants, using Lemma 4.4,
αn[b] = γ · λ2n = ‖a‖22
(
28
‖a‖2
‖a‖2
)2n−2
= 1
4
(
24‖a‖)2n ·( ‖a‖‖a‖2
)2n−4
28n−14,
and since n  2 and ‖a‖2  ‖a‖, this is  14 (24‖a‖)2n which is, by Lemma 4.3,  |αn[a]|.
Having shown that αn[b]  |αn[a]| for all n, we may now use Eq. (4.6). We have (taking the
limit as m → ∞)
‖T ‖ ‖b
n‖
‖a‖n2
‖T ‖2,
and from Lemma 4.5 this yields the result:
‖T ‖ 515√e ‖a‖
2
‖a‖22
√
n‖T ‖2.
If the cumulants of a are all non-negative, then Eq. (4.6) holds with b = a, and then Eq. (4.7)
yields the tighter estimate. 
We conclude this section with a discussion of Brown measure.
Theorem 4.6. Let a be an R-diagonal element which is not a scalar multiple of a Haar unitary,
and let νa be its Brown measure. There are constants C1(a),C2(a) (not depending on n) such
that
C1(a)
√
n
∥∥zn∥∥
L2(νa)

∥∥zn∥∥∞  C2(a)√n∥∥zn∥∥L2(νa).
To be clear, the norms in the statement of the theorem are the usual measure-theoretic norms,
∥∥zn∥∥∞ = sup
z∈suppνa
∣∣zn∣∣, ∥∥zn∥∥
L2(νa)
=
[∫ ∣∣zn∣∣2 dνa(z, z¯)]1/2.
Proof. First note from Theorem 2.1, there is a function f : [0,‖a‖2] → R+ which is continuous
and satisfies f (‖a‖2) > 0, such that dνa = f (r) dr dθ with suppνa equal to an annulus whose
outer radius is ‖a‖2. Of course, this means that supsuppνa |zn| = ‖a‖n2. For the 2-norm, let M be
the supremum of f on [0,‖a‖2]; then
∫
suppνa
∣∣zn∣∣2 dνa(z, z¯) = 2π∫
0
‖a‖2∫
0
r2nf (r) dr dθ  2πM
2n+ 1‖a‖
2n+1
2
= 2πM‖a‖2 ∥∥zn∥∥2∞,2n+ 1
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f (‖a‖2) > 0, there are ,m > 0 such that f (r)m > 0 for r ∈ [‖a‖2 − ,‖a‖2], and so since
f  0 everywhere,
2π∫
0
‖a‖2∫
0
r2nf (r) dr dθ  2πm
‖a‖2∫
‖a‖2−
r2n dr
= 2πm‖a‖2
2n+ 1
(
1 − (1 − /‖a‖2)2n+1)‖a‖2n2 ,
and since
√
2n+ 1 2√2n, we may take
C2(a) = 2
(
πm‖a‖2
(
1 − (1 − /‖a‖2)2n+1))−1/2. 
As discussed in Section 2.1, the Brown measure of a non-normal element a (as most R-
diagonal elements are) does not respect mixed moments; that is, ϕ(a∗a) = ∫ |z|2 dνa(z, z¯) in
general, and so forth. Nevertheless, as we see in Theorem 4.6, a Haagerup inequality with the
same O(n1/2)-behaviour holds in the space HL2(νa) of holomorphic L2 functions with respect
to the Brown measure of any R-diagonal element. HL2(νa) is, in some sense, the commutative
model for our spaces H(a, I ) (at least in the case where |I | = 1), and so we see that the Brown
measure does retain some information about mixed moments.
5. Strong ultracontractivity
In this final section, we apply our strong Haagerup inequality (Theorem 1.3) to give strong
ultracontractive bounds for the Ornstein–Uhlenbeck semigroup on H(a, I ). In Section 5.1 we
define the O–U semigroup in this general context, and show that it is a natural generalization of
the free O–U semigroup considered in [4]. In Section 5.2, we prove ultracontractive bounds, and
discuss applications to free groups.
5.1. Ornstein–Uhlenbeck semigroups
Let a be R-diagonal. Consider the operator Nfin, defined on the algebraic direct sum⊕∞
n=0H(n)(a, I ) (which is, of course, dense in L2(H(a, I ), ϕ)) as the linear extension of
Nfin(hn) = nhn for hn ∈H(n)(a, I ). Since hn ⊥ hm for n = m (this follows from the ∗-freeness
of the ai ), the operator Nfin is symmetric and lower-semi-bounded by 0. Thus, by the Friedrich’s
extension theorem, Nfin extends to a densely-defined (unbounded) self-adjoint operator N on
L2(H(a, I ), ϕ), and this operator is positive semidefinite. We will refer to N as the number
operator affiliated with H(a, I ).
Proposition 5.1. The number operator N affiliated with H(a, I ) generates a C0 contraction
semigroup e−tN on L2(H(a, I ), ϕ).
Proof. Since the spaces H(n)(a, I ) reduce N , we see easily that e−tN must act via
e−tN
∞∑
hn =
∞∑
e−nthn.
n=0 n=0
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To prove that is it C0, it suffices to show that w-limt↓0 e−tNh = h for each h ∈ L2(H(a, I ), ϕ).
Let h =∑hn and g =∑gn; since hn ⊥ gm for n = m,
〈
e−tNh, g
〉= 〈 ∞∑
n=0
e−nthn,
∞∑
m=0
gm
〉
=
∞∑
n=0
e−nt 〈hn,gn〉.
As both h and g are in L2, the sequence 〈hn,gn〉 is in 1, and since e−nt  1, it follows from the
dominated convergence theorem that
lim
t↓0
∞∑
n=0
e−nt 〈hn,gn〉 =
∞∑
n=0
〈hn,gn〉 = 〈h,g〉. 
An important example of this number operator is given in the case of a circular element
a = c. In this case, H(c, I ) is naturally isomorphic to the holomorphic space H0(H ) over a
Hilbert space H of dimension |I |, as defined in the first author’s paper [22], and the number
operator N above is just the free Ornstein–Uhlenbeck (number) operator N0 considered in that
paper. N0 is the restriction to the holomorphic space H0(H ) of the free Ornstein–Uhlenbeck
operator defined in [4] on the free group factor L(F|I |), which coincides with the 0-Gaussian
factor Γ0(H ) introduced in [37] and further developed in [9,10]. There is a family of such spaces
Γq(H ) for −1  q  1 (with q = 1 corresponding to the classical theory of Gaussian random
variables, and q = −1 the hyperfinite II1-factor), and Biane introduced number operators Nq
affiliated to each of them. We should also note that, in [3], Biane introduced a space Chol(H )
isomorphic to H(c, I ), but did not consider the action of a number operator on it.
The main theorem of [22] shows as a special case (the case q = 0) that the semigroup e−tN
affiliated with H(c, I ) is not only a contraction semigroup on L2(H(c, I ), ϕ) (for tracial ϕ), but
is in fact strongly hypercontractive.
Theorem 5.2. (See [22, Theorem 4].) Let r > 2 be an even integer, and define tJ (2, r) = 12 log r2 .
Then for t  tJ (2, r), e−tN is a contraction from L2(H(c, I ), ϕ) to Lr(H(c, I ), ϕ).
This strong hypercontractivity theorem is the precise analogue of the same theorem in the
context of the spaces HLr(Cn, γ ) (where γ is Gauss measure) proved by Janson in [19]. (We
should note, however, that Janson’s theorem holds from Lp → Lr for 0 < p  r < ∞, not just
the discrete values in [22].) The time tJ is shorter than the least time to contraction tN in the
real spaces Lr(Rn, γ ), where the hypercontractivity inequalities were first proved and studied
by Nelson in [27]. The main theorem of [4] is the generalization of Nelson’s hypercontractivity
theorem to the q-Gaussian factors.
5.2. Ultracontractivity
In the classical holomorphic case studied by Janson, while the semigroup e−tN is a contractive
map from HL2 to HLr for any r > 2 once t is large enough, it is also unbounded for t <
tJ (2, r). As a result, the semigroup e−tN does not mapHL2 into the algebra of bounded functions
for any time. Of course, in the classical context, the algebra of bounded functions contains no
holomorphic functions save constants; even in the full real spaces, the same effect holds. This is
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is not a bounded function.
A semigroup is called ultracontractive if it maps L2 into L∞ for all t > 0. The Ornstein–
Uhlenbeck semigroups studied by Nelson and Janson (and many others) fail to be ultracontrac-
tive. Nevertheless, the non-commutative counterpart e−tN0 on the free group factor is ultracon-
tractive, as shown in [4] and essentially in [7].
Proposition 5.3. (See [4, Corollary 3].) The free Ornstein–Uhlenbeck semigroup e−tN0 is ultra-
contractive; there is C > 0 with
∥∥e−tN0∥∥
L2(Γ0)→L∞(Γ0)  Ct
−3/2, 0 < t < 1.
(In general the function t → ‖e−tN0X‖r is decreasing for any X and r , hence it is only small-
time behaviour which is interesting.) Boz˙ejko later generalized this theorem to all the Γq factors
with −1 < q < 1; see [8].
The generators of the algebra Γ0 (the free group factor) are ∗-free semicircular elements.
Thus, the ∗-algebra generated by H(c, I ) is contained in Γ0, and the ultracontractive O(t−3/2)-
bound of Proposition 5.3 also holds for the semigroup e−tN affiliated withH(c, I ) defined above.
Using our main theorem, Theorem 1.3, we may essentially follow Biane’s argument and prove
a stronger form of Proposition 5.3 not only for the algebra H(c, I ) ∼= H0(H ), but in fact for
all H(a, I ) with a R-diagonal. Indeed, we find that the short-time behaviour in the R-diagonal
case is O(t−1).
Theorem 5.4. Let a be R-diagonal, and let N be the number operator affiliated with H(a, I ).
Then e−tN is ultracontractive; for each h ∈ L2(H(a, I ), ϕ), e−tNh ∈ H(a, I ) for t > 0, and
moreover
∥∥e−tNh∥∥ 1
2
Cat
−1‖h‖2, t > 0. (5.1)
(Here Ca is the same constant as in Theorem 1.3.) We refer to Theorem 5.4 as strong ultra-
contractivity, as it is a stronger version of the inequality in Proposition 5.3 which holds when the
semigroup is restricted to a holomorphic subspace. This is similar in spirit to the stronger form
of hypercontractivity [19] which holds in the holomorphic version of Nelson’s setup in [27]. We
emphasize, again, that ultracontractivity is a strictly non-commutative effect in this case, since
the semigroup is unbounded from L2 → L∞ in the classical (real and holomorphic) contexts.
Theorem 5.4 is thus an essentially non-commutative result which highlights the interesting phe-
nomenon that many functional inequalities improve in the holomorphic category.
Proof. Let h =∑∞n=0 hn with hn ∈H(n)(a, I ). We estimate:
∥∥e−tNh∥∥= ∥∥∥∥∥
∞∑
e−nthn
∥∥∥∥∥
∞∑
e−nt‖hn‖.
n=0 n=0
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∥∥e−tNh∥∥ Ca ∞∑
n=0
√
ne−nt‖hn‖2  Ca
[ ∞∑
n=0
ne−2nt
]1/2
·
[ ∞∑
n=0
‖hn‖22
]1/2
,
where we have used the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality. The second factor is just ‖h‖2. The first
factor is the derivative of
−1
2
∞∑
n=0
e−2nt = −1
2
1
1 − e−2t .
The reader may readily verify that we thus have
∥∥e−tNh∥∥ Ca e−t1 − e−2t ‖h‖2
for all t > 0. This shows that e−tNh ∈H(a, I ). Moreover, the function t → te−t1−e−2t is decreasing
on R+ and has limit 1/2 at t = 0. This proves Eq. (5.1). 
It is typical to prove, from a bound like Eq. (5.1), a Sobolev inequality of the form ‖h‖p 
C〈Nh,h〉, h ∈D(N) for an appropriate p > 2; indeed, if e−tN in Theorem 5.4 were a classical
sub-Markovian semigroup defined on L2 of a Radon measure, we could use the standard tech-
niques in, for example, [13], to prove a strong Sobolev imbedding theorem (for any p < ∞) in
this case. However, the techniques necessary to implement such a proof use the Marcinkewicz
interpolation theorem in a fundamental way. As pointed out in [22], holomorphic spaces like
H(a, I ) (in particular in the case a = c) tend not to be complex interpolation scale (at least in
the |I | = ∞ case). Thus, we are unable to prove a Sobolev inequality for H(a, I ) using known
techniques.
We finally remark that one interesting new application of this theorem is to the discrete O–U
semigroup on the free group Fk (or rather its restriction to F+k ). As noted above, the algebra
H(u, Ik) with u a Haar unitary and |Ik| = k is isomorphic to the convolution-norm closure of
F
+
k in L(Fk), and thus L2(H(u, Ik), ϕk) ∼= 2(F+k ), where the number operator N acts by Nw =
nw on a word w of length n. The same semigroup e−tN defined on all of Fk was essentially
introduced in [16], and has been studied in [20,21] with a view towards Lp-contraction bounds;
to the authors’ knowledge, Theorem 5.4 yields the first ultracontractive bound in that context.
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